
The Compleat way to success...

Another happy 
customer



Find out more...

Now the staff at SPLK         finance...

SPLK Love Us

SPLK now have control of spend, allowing 
them to plan & structure cash flow across 
the business.



Who are SPLK?

Shema Power 
Lake Kivu Ltd.

Company IndustryLocation
Independent 

Power Producer
Rwanda, 

East Africa

About SPLK



The challenge really came 
from a desire to avoid the 
implementation & costs of 
a large ERP.

A decision was made 
to invest into “out of 
the box” technology to 
resolve the issues of cash 
management, control & 
visibility across such a 
complex project.

Set the scene

This project was 
acquired from an 
organization that had 
not invested in an 
Accounting System, 
so visibility & control 
was limited. 

Matt Waugh 
Group CFO, SPLK

Set the scene



Why did SPLK choose us?

To gain control of spend, which was 
challenging with a huge construction 
project of this nature. 

Costs were such an integral part of 
the success of the project, along with 
invaluable control and visibility.

Visibility of spend 
across the project 



Why Compleat?



How did we help?

across all spend elements has 
increased significantly, giving 
the business the tools, it needs 
to balance forward spend and 
forward commitments against 

cash reporting. 

to plan and structure 
cash flow across the 
business and project, 
avoiding any nasty 

spend surprises.

goes through 
Compleat and is 
against Purchase 
Orders ensuring 

compliance.

VisibilityAbility All spend 

How did we help?



The Objectives

Visibility of spend across the project – including urgent / 
exceptional spend as well as project specific spend.

Clear cash forecasting & reporting tools that were useful to 
Finance and the wider business. 

Easy to use software that could manage multi-site & 
multi-currency.

The Objectives









Compleat implemented a solution to modernise SPLK’s AP 
process. Here’s just a few of the benefits since going live: 

The Solution

The Solution

Purchase Ordering – arguably the most important element as this gives the 
visibility & control that was needed.

Invoice Matching

Reporting

XERO integration



The Benefits

SPLK benefited because they...

Automated
their accounts 

payable process 
by removing 
tedious tasks

Saved time
better visibility 

across 2 locations 
with 6 users

Gained

The Benefits



The Result

Visibility across all spend elements has increased 
significantly, giving the business the tools, it needs to 
balance forward spend and forward commitments against 
cash reporting. 

Ability to plan and structure cash flow across the business and project, 
avoiding any nasty spend surprises.

All spend goes through Compleat and is against Purchase Orders 
ensuring compliance.

The Result



A few highlights that SPLK liked in particular:

The Result

The Result

No nasty surprises on spend across the project

Data – visibility of all PO’s and the ability to plan our cash flows

Helpful Customer support team which made implementation 
ongoing within the timeframe irrespective of the various glitches 
faced on the project. 



Don’t take our word for it. Take theirs...

Compleat has been so helpful to the project as we 
progressed through the construction phases and are 
now looking ahead to what will be “business as usual”

Volumes of invoices are not high, but the associated 
values are – this is why reporting, visibility & matching 
have been so important to the business.

What they said

Shruti Aggarwal
Project Financial Director, SPLK



Using Compleat helped avoid 
the need for a high cost, long 
implementation, ERP project, 
allowing the business to focus 
its money & resources onto 
the project at hand. With swift 
deployment and easy to use tools 
this simplified the process.

Shruti Aggarwal
Project Financial Director, SPLK

What they said

And there’s more...



?
Could         be the next success story at

Scan this code to 
browse our other 

success stories

YOU

Go to compleatsoftware.com to request a demo


